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Details of Visit:

Author: adwintle
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 22 Sep 2013 12:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 80
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07425934232

The Premises:

Council flat near Whitechapel Station. Area okay, busy enough to feel safe, quiet enough to feel
discreet. Flat itself was fine if a little down-at-heel, shower clean but feeble. Another girl seems to
be working from the flat too.

The Lady:

Slim, 5'8" Polish lady in her late twenties. Nice enough face, cracking body, B/C tits. Bobbed dyed-
red hair. English was pretty good.

The Story:

Bit of a game of two halves, is Sara. After dealing with the money she stripped off (and politely
refused my offer of assistance - unwrapping the presents is half the fun, after all) and started very
promisingly indeed, giving my nipples a lot of attention before we'd even got to the bed, then sitting
me down for a mind-blowing OWO. Her oral skills are genuinely the most amazing I've ever
experienced, she varies speed, techniques, and location to amazing effect.

Then on to the sex and holy shit what a contrast - in the worst possible way. Missionary only, and -
considering the gusto with which she had recently been using her mouth on me - an inexplicable
lack of any kind of response from her, head to one side staring out the window looking bored.

I was wondering where the girl from the first ten minutes had gone, and all of a sudden she pipes up
"You want to cum in my mouth?" - I was sort of thrown off my stroke, so to speak, and she may
have felt my lack of response was haggling because she added "No extra!". Ah well, why not? This
time laying on the bed she somehow exceeded her earlier efforts, throwing in some light rimming
and prostate massage.

At this point we were about half an hour into the meeting and I was dismayed to see her glancing at
the clock - except she then said "Half hour still to go, I'll slow down". And she did. There then
followed another 20 minutes of mind-blowing oral, finishing in her mouth to her apparent
amusement. She offered me a shower, which I took, and we chatted a bit while I dressed
afterwards.

All in all a bit of a strange experience - her blowjob is truly astonishingly good, worth the 80 quid
price tag on it's own - but her stand-offish manner about anything not involving a cock in her mouth
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is really odd.

Afterwards she was very chatty and funny, we even went quarter of an hour over time just talking
(but I struggle to drop questions about the above into the conversation we were having about
museums...).

Will definitely be returning for a 100% oral session because, well, I think I've covered it pretty
thoroughly, but others (especially those wanting a full GFE) might not be quite as enthusiastic. 
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